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Achievement
A National document for Disaster Risk Reduction and management has been developed by the efforts of the Safer Cities
project, the consortium partners and ISET-Nepal. The DRR toolkit was prepared in close consultation with government
authorities and municipalities. The toolkit is a government-owned document that can be applied by all 753 local
governments across the country.
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Resilience framework
Climate Resilience Framework (CRF) was also referred while developing this toolkit. CRF has been useful
to assess vulnerability and iden�fy strategies to build resilience and adap�ve capacity. The CRF draws
on and expands on the IPCC vulnerability assessment framework by reformula�ng the three factors
of vulnerability exposure, sensi�vity and adap�ve capacity into four; systems, exposure, ins�tu�ons
and agents. This framework is useful to iden�fy the vulnerability of a community due to various kind
of disaster.
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EXPOSURE
Exposure to climate change
encompasses the direct and
indirect impacts that affect
systems and agents.

AGENTS
The capacities of agents (individuals,
households, communities, businesses,
government organisation s, NGOs,
CBOs etc.) that help them adjust as
exposure increases or changes.

INSTITUTIONS
The rules and norms that guide
the interactions of agents with each
other and that govern access
to services from various systems.

SYSTEMS
Systems, including ecosystem,
are the foundations that enable
people of every society to adjust as
exposure changes.

Adapted from ISET-I (2012)
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Why urban focus?
The urban area is highly prone to different kinds of natural and anthropogenic disaster risks, including industrial pollution,
use of pesticides, and hospital wastes. Nepal's urban population has reached 60% of the total population, increasing
the urban people and the infrastructure's vulnerability. Vulnerability assessment and DRR/M tools prepared for rural
context cannot address complex urban issues. This toolkit focuses on urban issues and approaches to access and manage
disaster risk.
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